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FOR SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST CONTACT:

THE

IMPORTANT
PART

MAXIMIZE YOUR
PERFORMANCE WITH
QUALITY OEM PARTS

MOST
Parts



Sure, at first glance, using

a will-fitter part may seem

like an option. It might

even appear to save you money in the short

run (emphasis on short).

Before you settle on an imitation, know

this — Alamo Industrial® Replacement

Parts offer the safety, durability and

warranty protection you expect. You have

made an investment in your equipment, now invest in its

future. Avoid buying imitations and insist on the original.

• Our OEM replacement parts are specifically designed

for peak performance of your Alamo Industrial mowing

and trimming equipment. We design and build to

exact specifications requiring strict chemical

strength and performance characteristics.

Imitation parts may not function properly

because they are reversed engineered.

• Alamo Industrial replacement parts meet the rigid

guidelines necessary to satisfy warranty requirements.

Using anything less means you aren’t maintaining the

structural, operational, and safety integrity of your

equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to ensure

the equipment is maintained in compliance with these

safety standards. All warranties are void unless only

genuine OEM parts are used, which means additional

out of pocket expense and liability on your behalf. 

• Alamo Industrial parts experts are available to

answer any questions you have. Unlike imitators,

they possess the knowledge of and have

first-hand experience with our complete line

of equipment.

• Alamo Industrial parts are tested to meet SAE

and ASAE safety standards. We take pride in

manufacturing quality parts that consistantly

test above and beyond the industry standards.

GENUINELY
BETTER

ACCEPT NO
SUBSTITUTES

Inferior parts
do fail as
shown in
actual images.

Alamo Industrial OEM Blade Bolt

Failed Willfit
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